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1. Introduction

The height obtained using GPS satellite-
based-system is referred to the ellipsoid. Many
engineering and geodetic applications are inter-
ested in the orthometric height, which is the
height above the geoid, not above the ellipsoid
(Featherstone et al., 1998). Thus the transforma-
tion between the two heights could be obtained
directly knowing the geoid undulations (Marti,

2002; Fotopoulos, 2003). Therefore, it became
indispensable to define the geoid undulation in
Jordan to allow more usage and benefit of GPS in
the area. Furthermore, the determination of the
Geoid Model for Jordan never was easy due to:
the high costs of the process, difficulty accessing
the gravimetric data that covers the country, diffi-
culty to have GPS and precise leveling for the
country to end with, the lack of access to the
gravimetric data in the neighboring countries.

On the other hand, we used available gravi-
metric data collected by the Natural Resources
Authority of Jordan (NRAJ) for geophysical pur-
poses (Al-Zoubi, 2002). The number of gravimet-
ric points measured offered a possibility to start
creating a Geoid Model for Jordan. To validate
the Gravimetric Geoid Model, GPS and precise
leveling measurements were performed by the
authors (at the Surveying and Geomatics Engi-
neering department/Al-Balqa’ Applied Universi-
ty) over a small area. The SRTM Digital Eleva-
tion Model (DEM) was used for the reduction of
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the gravimetric data (Kiamehr and Sjoberg,
2005). In some areas more accurate DEM (pro-
duced by the authors from stereo SPOT images
via digital photogremmetry techniques) was used.

The Geoid Model could be obtained by GPS/
leveling measurements (geometric method)
(Duquesne et al., 1995; Fotopoulos, 2003), or the
gravimetric method (Rapp, 1997; Featherstone 
et al., 2001). While the geometric method is not
easy to implement due to the poor spatial cover-
age of geometric leveling lines (Lee and Mazera,
2000), the gravimetric method utilizes a better
distribution of terrestrial gravity observations and
a global geopotential model (Bottoni and Barza-
ghi, 1993; Amos and Featherstone, 2003). More-
over, the geoid is considered to be a reference for
the Earth gravity field and/or represents the verti-
cal datum that permits the study of the sea-level.
The geometric relation between the geoid, ellip-
soid and Earth surface is shown in fig. 1, where
the separation between orthometric height (H)
and ellipsoidal height (h) is known as the geoid
undulation (N) (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967)

. (1.1)

The initial practical application of the geoid un-
dulation (N) in land surveying is to transform
GPS- derived ellipsoidal heights (h) to orthome-

N h H= −

tric heights (H), (Al-Bayari et al., 1996) provid-
ing a benefit of utilizing GPS measurements as
an alternative of the precise leveling for many
applications.

2. Methodology used and Global
Geopotential Model 

There are many procedures that may be used
for geoid determination (Sideris and She, 1995;
Barzaghi et al., 1996; Arabelos and Tscherning,
2002). However, in this work the GeoJordan
model is determined by the remove-restore and
Least-Squares Collocation (LSC) procedure,
implemented in GRAVSOFT package (Tschern-
ing, 1994). The remove-restore approach is uti-
lized whenever the long and short wavelength
components of the geoid are computed. The
main steps are:

– Spherical harmonic expansion impact; the
remove procedure is carried out by computing the
long wavelength component as gravity anomalies
from the Global Geopotential Model (∆gM), then
subtracted from the raw gravity (∆g). This step is
done for the two GGM’s OSUA91A and EGM96
for analysis purposes (GEOCOL program).

– Residual Terrain Model (RTM) impacts;
the short wavelength geoid height is then comput-

Fig. 1. The relationship between orthometric, geoid and ellipsoidal heights.
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ed from the resulting residual anomalies (∆gRTM).
The terrain correction program in GRAVSOFT
package (TC program) was used to compute the
effect of topography from the Digital Terrain
Model (DTM). The DTM is handled by analyti-
cal prism integration assuming a constant density
of all masses above sea-level. After that the long
wavelength component is restored as a geoid
height computed from the GGM.

– The final step is to add the two components,
short and long wavelength, producing a geoid
height model. LSC is used to estimate the geoid
heights and their errors (GEOCOL program).

In the remove-restore procedure the undula-
tion (N) is split into three components

. (2.1)

Where NM represents the contribution from the
GGM, NRTM the residual terrain effect contribu-
tion and Nr the residual anomaly filed (∆gr), after
removal of the contribution of GGM and terrain
effect or the contribution of residual gravity
anomalies 

. (2.2)

2.1. Global Geopotential Models

Usually, the Global Geopotential Model
(GGM) is computed as a series of spherical har-
monic expansions to a maximum degree and sort
comprises that describe the long-wavelength
characteristics of the Earth’s gravity field.
OSU91A (Rapp et al., 1991) and EGM96 (Le-
moine et al., 1998) are the most common global
geopotential models applied for the Geoid Mod-
el computations. However, these models are
completed up to degree and order 360 gravity
anomalies and can be computed in spherical ap-
proximation from the geopotential coefficients
(Rapp, 1997) 

and the geoid height is computed from applying
the GGM 
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whereas GM is the product of the Newtonian
gravitational constant and mass of the Earth, γ
is normal gravity on the surface of the refer-
ence ellipsoid, (r, θ, λ) are the geocentric spher-
ical polar coordinates of the point at which ∆g
is to be determined; a is the semi-major axis of
the geocentric reference ellipsoid; δC⎯ nm and
S⎯ nm are the fully normalized spherical geopo-
tential coefficients of the GGM, reduced; P⎯ nm

are the fully normalized associated Legendre
functions for degree n and order m; and M is
the maximum degree of spherical harmonic ex-
pansion.

OSU91A GGM model does not have enough
data from the Middle East, but the EGM96 mod-
el contains some data from the Middle East.
Therefore we took the EGM96 as the base mod-
el to represent the final results in this study. Also
we have to consider that the data used to realize
the EGM96 is highly compatible with new refer-
ence systems, such as ITRF. 

3. Data used for Gravimetric Jordanian
Geoid Model

Jordan extends between latitudes 29° to 33°
and longitudes 35° to 39° and the area of Jordan
is 87000 km2. The Gravimetric Jordanian Geoid
Model uses a combination of three input data
sources:

– Gravity data are collected by the NRAJ
mainly for geophysical purposes; distributed
over the whole country (about 3000 free-air
gravity anomalies), they allow to determine the
effect of the intermediate geoid wave length,
around 5 to 10 km. These data are part of the
database covering the Jordan territory and are
referenced to IGSN71. The distribution of the
gravity data used is shown in fig. 2, the dis-
tance between points is approximately 5 km,
and the standard error declared by NRAJ is 2
mgal.

– Global Geopotential Model (GGM) to
determine the long wave length of geoid undu-
lations more than 100 km. 
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– Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which
supplies most of the short wavelengths (∼100 m)
and is also required to satisfy theoretical demands
of geoid computation from the geodetic bound-
ary-value problem. The resolution of SRTM used
is 3m×3m pixel size and extended between 29°≤
≤ ϕ ≤ 33° and 35° ≤ λ ≤ 39°. The SRTM DEM is
edited using Terrascan and Terramodel programs
(modules working under Microstation software-
Bentley). Furthermore, the DEM shows good
agreement with the topographic maps (differ-
ences less than 20 m). The DEM used in the study
area was 20 m pixel size and is produced using
PCI-Geomatica software using SPOT-5 images;
the standard error obtained of this DEM is less
than 10 m.

Since the normal gravity was evaluated on the
surface of the GRS80 ellipsoid at the geocentric
latitude of the gravity observation using Somi-
gliana’s closed formula (Moritz, 1980), therefore,
the effect of vertical datum should be considered
due to different reference surfaces used in raw-
data; and to be aware of the transformation of
GPS height to the local vertical datum. It is im-
portant to point out that all coordinate transfor-
mation from the national coordinate system to the
geocentric datum was performed by applying a
locally developed program.

Thus, the raw-data has been checked in the
preprocessing step via various interpolation
routines to isolate and eliminate error points.
Error points elimination is very important be-
cause the errors will directly propagate into the
created Geoid Model (Tscherning, 1991). Then,
about 100 gravity data were considered to be
outliers during preprocessing.

4. GPS/leveling measurements

The GPS/leveling measurements were carried
out to study the accuracy of the Gravimetric
Geoid Model (GeoJordan) (Kotsakis and Sideris,
1999). Two GPS observation techniques was
used: the static and the rapid static techniques.
The GPS static measurements were used to estab-
lish the reference network in the tested area using
Leica SR530 GPS dual frequency receivers. The
data were processed using Bernese 4.2 software
and the static points were used as reference for

Fig. 2. Gravity data distribution over Jordan territo-
ry (latitude and longitude in WGS84).

Fig. 3. GPS Static reference points and rapid static
points (latitude and longitude in WGS84).
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rapid static survey. The rapid static and leveling
measurements were used for the determination of
geoidal undulation in the vicinity of Spirit level-
ing network in the study area (fig. 3). SKI-Pro
software was used for GPS data processing and
the accuracy obtained is within 3 cm, considering
that the baselines lengths are restricted to 5 km.
Spirit leveling network in Jordan is determined
with respect to the mean sea-level defined at Aqa-
ba Gulf. 

5. Results

Actual computation of GeoJordan was done
in accordance with the GRAVSOFT program us-
ing GGM models OSU91A and EGM96; accord-
ingly the results are shown in fig. 4, and any error
associated with this model is presented in fig. 5
where the standard error in flat areas is 0.2 m and
reaches to 1 m in mountainous areas. However,
this error resulted from the lack of gravity data
particularly at the mountainous areas.

Statistical analysis of the gravity residual
(∆gr) computed using EGM96 (table I) shows
better behavior than those computed using
OSU91A, and the differences range from 1 to 2
m (fig. 6). Then, the EGM96 is more accurate
than the OSU91A due to the lack of gravity da-
ta of the Middle East area within the OSU91A
model and to the long wavelength error propa-
gation in the GGM. 

Fig. 4. The Gravimetric Jordanian-Geoid-Model
«GeoJordan» (latitude and longitude in WGS84 and
geoidal undulation in m).

Table I. Statistical parameters for the gravity residual
(∆gr) computed using EGM96 and using OSU91A.

Statistical parameters OSU91A EGM96
(mGal) (mGal)

No. of points 2994 2994
Average −5.91 −2.52

Min −211.33 −162.82
Max 102.60 86.39

Standard deviation 31.82 28.44

Fig. 5. The standard error associated with the
«GeoJordan» (latitude and longitude in WGS84 and
errors are expressed in m).
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6. Model validation and discussion

The experimental Geoidal undulation was
calculated via a high quality GPS baseline,
which is a promising approach in a local area
due to its reliability, accuracy and even cost/
benefit ratio, especially for engineering and hy-
draulic applications. Meanwhile the experimen-
tal Geoidal surface and contour maps were cre-
ated by interpolating the undulation values in a
specific study area (in Amman city) to compare
the experimental model with our resulting Geo-
Jordan model. 

In a first attempt: the experimental undula-
tion in the tested area was compared with Geo-
Jordan created from gravity data and the GGM
OSU91A. However, as expected the agreement
between GPS derived data and this model were
not high-quality in the tested area. 

In a second attempt: the GPS derived geoid
was compared to the GeoJordan model created
with GGM EGM96. At the points of GPS meas-

urements, the nominal resulting accuracy was at
decimeter level, these values were deducted by
interpolating the model by means of weighted av-
erage technique (Yanalak and Baykal, 2001).
Thus the point differences between the GPS un-
dulation and the GeoJordan model showed a sys-
tematic behavior in some zones (fig. 7). However,
the short wavelength differences may have result-
ed from the following errors: error in GPS/ level-
ing data, or due to localized errors in the gravity
or terrain data. The topographic effect within the
tested area could be the main factor for these dif-
ferences (fig. 8). To model this systematic behav-
ior and to decrease the impact of the vertical da-
tum shift, a best-fit regression plane and multi-
quadric interpolation were used, where GPS data
are assumed as reference (x, y, and N). Therefore,
both regression and multiquadric are subtracted
from the GeoJordan undulation (fig. 9). 

The mathematical models for regression
plane and multiquadric interpolation are report-
ed in (Yanalak and Baykal, 2001)

Fig. 6. The differences in meters, between the two models created in Jordan using OSU91A and EGM9 (lati-
tude and longitude in WGS84).
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Fig. 7. Differences in meters, between Experimental Undulation (GPS/Levelling data) and gravimetric Jor-
dananian Geoid Model (GeoJordan) before fitting (latitude and longitude in WGS84).

Fig. 8. The DTM extracted from the topographic map in tested area (latitude and longitude in WGS84 and con-
tours value in meters).
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(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

. (6.4)

Where (a00 ... a02) are the coefficient of the poly-
nomial function that articulate the surface; in
multiquadric interpolation cj is the unknown to be
determined using the residuals ∆zj at known ref-
erence points (xj, yj). The least square method is
used for the coefficient determination. 

Naturally, the reference points should have a
homogeneous distribution on the study area and
should be available for interpolation of most of
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geoid’s model with the experimental undulation
is implemented in the C++ program. The pro-
gram is also used to transform the ellipsoidal
height into orthometric height with their errors as
reported in (Yanalak and Baykal, 2001).

The statistical results of the comparison are
presented in table II, and the differences between
the GeoJordan model and the experimental undu-
lation after the application of the fitting procedure
are presented in fig. 9. Since little information on
the quality of leveling data and the vertical datum
used in Jordan are available, the fitting method
will minimize the effect of datum shift between
the gravimetric model and geometric model.
Table II shows that the multiquadric fitting has
better behavior than regression plane due to irreg-
ular topography in the study area (fig. 8). This
will be noticed when the tested area is extended
in the near future using GPS/leveling measure-
ments. The discrepancies appearing in fig. 7
(mainly due to the topography at the study area
(fig. 8), force us to improve the model by includ-

Fig. 9. Differences in meters, between Experimental Undulation (GPS/Leveling data) and gravimetric Jordan-
ian Geoid Model (GeoJordan) after fitting (latitude and longitude in WGS84).
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ing more gravity data and/or GPS/leveling data in
the LSC procedure to create a centimeter Geoid
Model. Consequently the fitting model shown in
fig. 9 will not satisfy all the GPS users to obtain
a reliable orthometric height at centimeter level
from GPS measurements.

The second attempt results (table II and fig. 9)
showed good correlation between GPS derived
geoids and GeoJordan. This confirms the reliabil-
ity and the high potential of GPS measurements
combined with spirt leveling to adjust the «Geo-
Jordan» particularly in irregular and mountainous
areas. 

7. Conclusions

A preliminary result of the Jordanian Gravi-
metric Geoid Model the «GeoJordan» is pre-
sented in this paper. 

The model was validated through a compar-
ison with a measured GPS/leveling data at Am-
man area and showed fairly good results. 

The comparison also showed a high fre-
quency problem in the estimation of GeoJor-
dan, consequently this model needs more effort
and time to be more accurate. The database
should also be improved and extended to im-
prove accuracy. This improvement includes: in-
creasing the number and density of points (new
GPS surveys are currently underway), combin-
ing the datasets with gravimetric data and defi-
nition of the vertical datum used in Jordan for
orthometric height. This will be a great advan-
tage in the analysis of results. 

Due to the lack of access to the gravimetric
data in the neighboring countries the border ef-
fect is clearly shown in the created model. To
overcome this problem in the near future a re-
gional model could be used instead of the glob-
al model, or the existing gravity data be com-
bined with long-wave spectral components of
the global model using a least squares spectral
combination. This could be done by collabora-
tion with national and international centers,
such as International Geoid Service (IGeS). 

This work also showed that the multiquadric
and regression plane interpolation methods
could be used for a local height transformation
problem of GPS at the level of decimeter accura-
cy for a region with an area of about 40-50 km2. 

Finally, the multiquadric interpolation gives
a good level of accuracy in the extrapolation
process, particularly in the irregular topograph-
ic areas.
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